
Music                            
Listening to and learning 

to sing songs           

Careful listening, Voice 

as an instrument, Pitch, 

Pulse, Rhythm, Body 

percussion, percussion 

instruments, Playing as 

an Ensemble.                                                                                                                                               

Hymn practice. 

     

Literacy                                                    

Re-caping and embedding phonics phase 2, 

phase 3, phase 4 and introducing phase 5 

and 6.                                                         

Reading stories with deeper questioning 

relating to other traditional tales and 

characters.                                              

The main focus for children’s writing is 

sentence structure using capital letters, 

full stops, finger spaces and correct letter 

formation. Expanding vocabulary and 

grammar then incorporating into writing. 

 

 

Maths                               
The children will be learning about the 

value of numbers, Place value using part, 

part, whole models. Addition and 

subtraction within 20 - 50.              

Geometry and shape. 

Weight and volume, length and height. 

  

Art and                               

Design Technology 

Study of Turner and his 

style of artwork, 

Impressionism. 

 

Religious Education                            
These are the topics covered this 

Lenten Term.                              
Special People                                             

What makes a person special?                     

Meals                                 
What makes some meals special?             

Change                                
How and why do things change? 

 

 
Science                            

Animals including 

humans.                      
How do you know the 

person next to you is 

alive? 

 

Physical Education        
We are learning how to listen and 

follow instructions so that we can 

participate in games that have rules                         

and consequences.                         

Real P.E.                                  

Dynamic balance on a line.             

Static Balance Stance               

Coordination ball skills and counter 

balance.                              

Geography:                 

Transport and travel-      
our town as a transport hub -

road, rail, air & canal      

                    

History: 200 years of 

transport.      

 

Additional notes:                       

-Please support your child to read at 

home and make sure the reading diary 

is signed by an adult.  -Homework to be 

sent back into school every Wednesday  

Year 1 Lenten term overview – What are we teaching in school? 

Personal, Social and 

Emotional Development            

Learning new rules and 

routines.                  

Developing listening skills.                            

Friendship, having an 

awareness of our feelings and 

actions and how they can 

affect themselves and others. 

Putting the                                 

Rights                               

Respecting                            

Charter into                                  

action.  

 


